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We deal with the absolute equivalence of one-dimensional variational problems. 
The term “absolute” means that the underlying space is not given in advance: the 
transformations may be quite general and need not preserve the order of 
derivatives. Then the use of jets of infinite order is advisable and an appropriately 
modified E. Cartan’s moving frame method proves to be very effective. 0 1992 
Academic Press, Inc. 
To outline our (somewhat unorthodox) approach, let us begin with the 
problem of invariants of the integral Jf(x, y, y’) dx with respect to the 
contact transformations preserving the equation dy - y’ dx = 0. Even this 
simple problem is not trivial (cf. Cl, 71) and may be identified with the first 
order Finsler geometry on the plane. Then the higher order planar Finsler 
geometry is equivalent to the study of invariants of the integral 
j-j-(x, y, . . . . y’“‘) dx with respect to the prolonged contact transformations 
(cf. [Z] for the case m = 2) acting in the space of variables x, y, . . . . yCm). But 
the situation drastically changes for higher dimensions. For instance, the 
three-dimensional Finsler geometry is concerned with the integral 
jj-(x, y, z, . . . . ycm), P)) dx under the transformations of the space 
x, y, z, . . . . @), z@) preserving the contact system dy(‘) - yci+ ‘) dx = 
dz(‘) - z(i+T) dx (i = 0, . . . . m - 1) as before, of course, but this setting does 
not exhaust the whole problem of equivalence since there exist quite other 
reasonable transformations of the integral under consideration (e.g., x + x, 
y”’ + y(A, ,(A + z(i) + y(j+ 1)) which are completely omitted. Even any 
finite-dimensional space may be insufficient o be taken for a given under- 
lying space since the transformations need not preserve it. It follows that 
the infinite contact system (with i = 0, 1, . ..) in the infinite-dimensional 
space of variables x, y, z, y’, z’, . . . is necessarily coming into play. 
For the convenience of the reader, we postpone the general theory and 
restrict our focus to several concrete examples of the planar equivalence 
problems in this part of the work. It will be proved later on that the com- 
mon methods are quite sufficient in this case (the transformations do not 
change the order of derivatives), nevertheless, the introduction of inlinite- 
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dimensional underlying spaces seems to be interesting. But our main future 
intention is to initiate the study of equivalence of constrained variational 
problems where the variable functions are subordinated to a general system 
of differential equations (cf. [S, 41). In this case, the common jet theory with 
fixed hierarchy of independent and dependent variables completely fails. 
For example, it is not able to indicate the existence of the Poincare-Cartan 
form (cf. [IS; 4, Sects. 62-651) which easily follows as a mere by-product of 
our methods. 
It is to be noted that the present work is only a modest step to the so- 
called “absolute theory” of the calculus of variations (as proposed in [3, 
p. 49, problem (4); 4, pp. 5, 103-1051) in which all accidental structures 
should be forgotten so that only the most fundamental and important 
concepts are investigated. 
THE PLANAR EQUIVALENCE PROBLEMS 
1. The Higher Order Classical Problem 
Our reasoning will be carried out in the infinite-dimensional space of 
variables x, yo, y, , . . . but we shall deal with (smooth and real-valued) func- 
tions h = h(x, y,, . . . . y,), m = m(h), of a finite number of arguments o that 
the usual rules of calculations can be applied. The domains of definition of 
the functions will not be specified. One may assume that they contain an 
appropriate fixed box, the infinite product of open intervals acx < b, 
ai<ai<bi. Let Si=dyi-yi+, dx (i = 0, 1, . ..) be the contact forms and f dx 
a fixed differential form, the Lagrange density. 
We are interested in transformations @ which preserve the contact 
system gi= 0 (i= 0, 1, . ..) and thus preserve the finite parts ai= 
(i = 0, . . . . k) of it for any k = 0, 1, . . . . (So we deal with the prolonged contact 
transformations. It will follow from the general theory that other transfor- 
mations preserving the infinite contact system do not exist.) Every such 
transformation turns f dx into a certain form F dx + C A’si and our task is 
to determine all functions F which may arise from the given f in such a 
way. This is an elementary reformulation of the familiar equiuafence 
problem of Lagrange densities. 
Passing to Cartan’s method, one can observe that the problem can be 
still reformulated (in symmetric terms with respect to the role off, F) as 
follows: given f, F, we are interested whether a form of the kind 
f dx + C a’$’ can be transformed into a form of the kind F dx + C A’,!?. 
Recall moreover that only such transformations @ which turn every 
form of the kind b’s, + ... + bk,!Jk (k= 0, 1, . ..) into a certain form 
Bog0 + . . . + BkSk of the same kind are permitted. 
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Following Cartan, the method consists of introducing the family y of 
differential forms 
5=fdx+a*$*+ ‘.. +anx9n, (1) 
oj = ago + . . . + aj9, (aj#O, i=o, 1, . ..) (2) 
with unknown coefficients ai,a;i (the moving coframe) and in searching for 
such specifications 2, a{ of the coefficients that the relevant forms [, Wi 
occupy a certain special position in the family y, that is, that the latter 
forms can be intrinsically characterized only in terms of the whole family 
y. Then, by using the analogous family r (it consists of the relevant forms 
B and Bi) for the second density Fdx, the equations 
2= cp[, Di=@*Wi (i=O, 1, . ..) (3) 
between the specifications clearly provide necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the sought transformation of equivalence 0. 
We turn to the specification procedure. Assuming f = f (x, yo, . . . . y,) # 0 
(the case f = 0 is trivial), n > m - 1, and denoting fi = aflay, we have 
dt=cfiai A dx+dx A Ca’S,,, +cda’ A Si 
so that d< E dx A a”$” = a”/faz T : .l A o,+ r (modulo wo, . . . . w,). We see 
that the condition u” = 0 makes an invariant sense. Assuming n - 1 > m - 1, 
the argument may be repeated and gives an- ’ = 0. Continuing in this way, 
we obtain the intrinsical specification ui = ti’ = 0 (i > m - 1, we formally put 
m = - 1 for the particular case f = f (x)). With this specification of (4), the 
next step gives 
d<+F-’ -f,YfaZ .5 A w, (modulo wo, . . . . o, _ ,) 
and permits us to specify (5”- ’ = fm. Then, denoting 8 = 8/8x + 
C” Yi+lalaYi9 (4) gives 
d<g(am-2 -f,-,+aiim-‘)/fu:::.< A w,-1 (modulo wo, . . . . w, _ 2) 
and we may specify ii” - 2 =f,- r - &I?‘- ‘. Continuing in this way, the 
familiar Poincarb-Cartan form appears as an intrinsical object (cf. 
also [6]): 
[=fdx+a*$,+ ... +ci”-‘$,-, 
(am-‘=f,,a’=fi+I-aa”‘). 
(5) 
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According to the construction, one can then find 
d[= ES, A dx + 1 &ii A Si, 
where E = E(f) =fO - &?’ = C ( - a)‘f, is the Euler-Lagrange operator 
applied on f, and the abbreviation 6h = dh - ah dx = C ah/ayi. ai is used. In 
particular d[E Ewe A t/f 8 (modulo all wi A oi) and, under the additional 
assumption E # 0, we may intrinsically specify tii = E/f so that O. is 
known. Clearly 
dG,g < A (ti;$ + aiig~,)!f (modulo all wi A wi) 
so we put a: = 38/f, Is: = &iE/f, and 0, is known. Quite analogously, dtil 
leads to a certain specification o*, and so on. The linal recurrence reads 
ii;= Elf, a{+l = (cS{-‘+ati{)/f (7) 
(we put a{ = 0 if e;ther i >j or i < 0 or j < 0) so that all specifications Oi are 
known. 
With the use of analogous specifications 2 and fii for the second family 
Z, the equations (3) can be quite explicitly written down. From this point 
of view, the problem of equivalence is resolved: all information is involved 
in the completely determined system (3). It is to be noted that in the par- 
ticular case when f= F (hence y = Z and 5 = E, Wi = a,), the equations (3) 
present necessary and sufficient conditions for the symmetries @ of the 
variational integral Jfdx. Such symmetries @ constitute a LieCartan 
pseudogroup and [, Wi (i = 0, 1, . ..) are the relevant Maurer-Cartan forms 
which completely determine the pseudogroup under consideration. 
A further discussion of the system (3) is of the highest importance, 
of course, especially as the inoariants are concerned. Passing to more 
detail, the functions IV = Z(f )” (i < j, i = 0, . . . . m - 1; j = 0, . . . . 2m - 1) and 
Zz=Z(f)[(i<j; i=O, . . . . k; j=O, . . . . 2m + k) appearing in the developments 
are clearly mapped by the equivalences @ onto the respective functions Z(F)” 
and Z(F)! derived from the second Lagrange density F dx. Note besides 
that to every invariant Z= Z(f), all coefficients I’, I’ appearing in the 
development 
dZ= Z’{+ c Z’O, (I’= al/f) 
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are invariants, too. Unfortunately, the calculation of invariants is a very 
unpleasant ask. It is based on the formulae (l), (2), (4), and especially (6) 
with its counterparts 
d~i=~/Gi+,+&%i~r\~j (10) 
which easily follow from the above considerations. It is to be noted that 
Iv = 0 if i +j> 2m - 1 (since cij depends only on x, y,, . . . . y,,,- i -j) and 
Zi = 0 if i +j> 2m + k (an analogous reason). Also the familiar Biunchi 
identities between invariants arising from the rule dZ = 0 (cf. [ 1,2,7]) 
facilitate the calculations a little. 
2. Link to the Classical Approach 
The transformations @ under consideration preserve every system 
&it,= . . . = Qk = 0 (k = 0, 1, . ..). Such a system can be expressed in terms of 
the variables x, y,, . . . . y, + I . It follows that every such space of variables is 
preserved so that the transformations @ consists of certain substitutions of 
the triangular type 
x --+ 4(X> Yo, Yl), Yo + 4tx9 YO, Ylh Yi + 4tx3 YO9 ...v Yi) if i> 0. (11) 
The classical approach to the equivalence deals with the finite-dimensional 
truncation of the transformations @ acting in the space x, y,, . . . . yk+ , 
(usually k + 1 = m) which causes some troubles. First, the forms ai (i > k) 
cannot be introduced so that the differential dyk+ i must undertake the role 
of Sk,,. So we have the intrinsical forms t, oo, . . . . wk as before and 
moreover the (rather accidental) form w = boa0 + . . . + bkak + b dy, + 1 + 
c dx = b’s, + ... + bkSk + b(dy,+ I + (c/b) dx) with b”, . . . . bk, b (b # 0), 
c arbitrary functions (so that -c/b undertakes in a certain sense the role 
of ym+ 1). Second, owing to such a truncation, the calculation of the 
specifications becomes rather clumsy and cannot be achieved in a unique 
manner: it needs some additional assumptions. Third, it may happen that 
the specification of the truncated frame cannot be expressed in terms of the 
original variables x, y,, . . . . yk (for the case of the variational problems with 
large symmetry) and the space must be enlarged (k=2m - 1 is always 
sufficient for the regular variational problems as it is shown below). 
In rough terms, the present infinite-dimensional method directly gives 
the infinite prolongation of the classical results. Conversely, the latter 
results can be derived by means of the elimination of the high order 
variables. This may be achieved by the use of invariants which is a very 
flexible method since several strategies of the elimination can be employed. 
Since the calculations are rather tedious (and a somewhat general discus- 
sion leads much aside to the pseudogroups) we shall restrict our focus to 
a few simple indications here. 
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Assume m 2 1 and f,, = a’f/layi # 0 (the regularity assumption). One 
can look at the invariant 
-z=zm-‘+ =f,,/cr~~:a~=fmmf2”+‘/E2 
(use (5) (6), (2), and ai= E/f’+’ following from (7)). Since E = E(f) = 
I( -api= . . . + ( - 1)” f,, yzm, the variable y,, can be expressed in 
terms of Z and the lower order variables, y,, =g,,(x, y,, . . . . y,,,- 1, I) by 
solving a quadratic equation. Then 
=c?(f,,f2”” ),‘fE’ - 2f,,,,,, f 2maE/E3 
= ... -2(fAJ2f2”yz,+JE3 
so that one can find y,, + 1 = g, (x, y,, . . . . y,, _ i, Z, I’) by solving a mere 
linear equation. Quite analogously Z” = a(Z’)/f leads to a certain formula 
Y2m+2 = 42(x, Yo, ***3 y,,-, , Z, I’, I”), and so on for all variables yi (i > 2m). 
Now, the elimination can be expressed in geometric terms as follows. 
Every leaf of the space x, y,, y i, . . . defined by the System flk’ = ck (ck are 
constants, k = 0, 1, . ..) is of dimension 2m + 1 and the variables 
x, y,, . . . . y,, _ 1 can be used for coordinates on it. On such a leaf, we have 
an intrinsical coframe, the restriction of the forms [, W,, . . . . U,,,- ,. (It is 
interesting to note that the latter forms can be expressed by the variables 
x, yo, . . . . y,,- i as follows from the recurrence (7) so that only the elimina- 
tion of yzm, . . . . ydrn _ I is needed.) The same construction can be made for 
the second variational problem by using the invariant .Z= Z(F)m-l,m. The 
sought equivalence CD clearly maps every leaf ZCk) = ck (k = 0, 1, . ..) onto the 
relevant JCk)= ck (k =O, 1, . ..) and the restriction of @ on the leaf can be 
expressed in terms of the variables x, y,, . . . . y,,_ i ; that is, the restriction 
is determined by the functions 4, do, . . . . #2,,- 1 of (11). Necessary and 
suflicient conditions for these functions are the equations (3) with 
i = 0, . . . . 2m - 1 restricted on the leaves. (So the classical approach to the 
equivalence problem may be regarded as a calculation restricted on such 
leaves. The choice of constants ck is inessential for the final result.) In the 
particular case f = F, we deal with the symmetries of a variational problem. 
Every such symmetry preserves the leaves and the mentioned forms 
5; 00, -**, G2, - 1 on it. The symmetries need not act transitively on the 
leaves since we cannot exclude the existence of some lower order nontrivial 
invariants. (The lack of such invariants is a very strong requirement. It is 
realized by the integral of the euclidean and non-euclidean lengths of 
curves for the case m = 1, and by the unimodular length j ( y”)‘13 dx for the 
case m = 2, cf. [2]. We do not know further examples for m > 2.) In any 
case we may state that the symmetries of any variational problem with 
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f,, # 0 constitute a Lie group of dimension 2m + 1 at most (the dimension 
of leaf). 
Much better results can be derived under some strengthened regularity 
assumption. For this assume m 2 2 and let us consider the invariant 
]I,?+I 
0 =a -“-‘Iti;:; =f,f”/E 
(easy direct calculations, see also below), or better, the invariant 
K= -(Z~“-‘)2/Z=(f,)2/fm,f: 
It depends on the variables x, y,, . . . . y,. If aK/dy, # 0 (the strenghtened 
regularity), one can then calculate y, =g,(x, y,, . . . . y,,- 1, K) and, by using 
the derived invariants K’, K”, . . . . also yk =gk(x, yo, . . . . y,,- r, K, . . . . fi”)) 
for all variables yk (k 2 m) with quite analogous consequences as above (in 
particular the dimension of the Lie group of symmetries is m + 1 at most). 
The exceptional Lagrange densities satisfying aK/ay,,, = 0 are f = (uy, + u)‘” 
and f = exp(uy, + V) where u, u, w are functions of x, y,, . . . . y, ~ 1 . 
Compare this with [2] for the case m=2. 
3. On the Subordinated Equivalence Problems 
One can directly verify that if a l-form o can be expressed in terms of 
certain functions zl, . . . . z, and Z is a vector field satisfying o(Z) = 0 then 
d(ho(Z, . )) z 0 (modulo dz,, . . . . dz,) for any function h. Applying this on 
w=ti, and the vector field Z determined by t(Z)=Wi(Z)=O (i# 1) one 
can conclude that 
r/= -&I;l~o+~I~tij= -fdx+b”oo+b%, 
for appropriate functions b”, b’. On the other hand clearly [=f dx + 
coti0 + . . . + cm- ‘0, _ I for appropriate co, . . . . cm- ’ (in particular cm- ’ = 
f,/G; 7 i =f, f “/E) and looking at 
one concludes that ci= 1” (j = 2 , . . . . m - 1) are invariants (and co + b” = 
-I:‘, c1 +b’=O). Mooreover, p=[-~Z~~5~=f dx+c”Oo+clO, is 
an intrinsical form to the family y. (Therefore the forms of the kind 
f dx + a’s0 + . . . + akak with a’, . . . . ak arbitrary parameters are of the 
intrinsical kind and may replace the original family (1) for any k = 2, 3, . . . 
but, as it seems, with little effect.) We pass to the subject proper of this 
section. 
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(i) If one is interested in the equivalence with respect to the point 
transformations x + 4(x, yO), y. + #o(x, y,), then y should be completed by 
the form rc = ZJ dx + ~9, with arbitrary parameters U, u. Indeed, the contact 
transformations preserving n can be identified with the (prolonged) point 
transformations. Looking at the intrinsical forms 71 and t, one can observe 
that the form f dx + b9, or, which is the same, the form f dx + boo is also 
intrinsical to the equivalence problem (b denotes a varying function) as a 
form both of the kind of rc and 5. In virtue of (i) it follows that 
p - (fdx + bW,) = (co - b)W, + ~‘0, is an intrinsical form. The latter form 
is a multiple of 0, (an intrinsical requirement) if and only if co = b whence 
v =fdx + coti0 and thus also p - v = ~‘0, are intrinsical forms. It follows 
that cl is an additional invariant for the point equivalences. The converse 
is also true: if cl is taken for an invariant then v=p-~‘6, (and also Go) 
is preserved and we deal with point transformations. 
(ii) If one is interested in the fiber transformations x+4(x), 
y. + bo(x, yo) of equivalence, it is useful to introduce the additional intrin- 
sical form rc’ = u dx (U is varying). Much simplex arguments than in (i) give 
the result that both co and c’ are new invariants and f dx is an intrinsical 
form preserved by the equivalences @. The converse assertion is also, true. 
(iii) In general, the equivalence with respect to a subgroup of the 
group of all contact transformations eems to be (in principle) a relatively 
easy problem: it is sufficient to complete the already known family of 
intrinsical forms 5; Wi (i= 0, 1, . ..) by the Maurer-Cartan forms deter- 
mining the subgroup under consideration. New invariants immediately 
appear: these are the coefficients when the Maurer-Cartan forms are 
expressed as linear combinations of the former intrinsical forms, [, Wj. 
4. The Degenerate Subcase 
The degenerate subcase E = 0 as yet left aside seems to be very 
interesting and not quite trivial. First we shall recall the (familiar) fact: 
the three conditions E(f) = 0, d< = 0, f = ah (for an appropriate function h 
depending on f) are equivalent. 
(Let us briefly sketch the proof. Let the density f dx be of the property 
that d[=O for the relevant form [. Then {= dh = c?h dx+C hiSi 
(hi = 8h/Jyi) for appropriate h whence trivially ah =f: Before passing to the 
converse implication, let us point out that the form [ is the unique form of 
the family (1) which satisfies d{= 0 (modulo dx A So and all ai A Si). 
Keeping this in mind, let f = ah for appropriate h. Then clearly [= dh in 
virtue of the mentioned uniqueness of 5; hence d[= 0. Since it is trivial that 
dt = 0 implies E(f) = 0, let us finally take a Lagrange density f dx satis- 
fying E(f) = 0. Let us consider all curves x =x(t), yi = y,(t) (i = 0, 1, . . . . 
0 G t d 1) connecting a fixed initial point x0=x(O), yp = y,(O) with the 
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variable end point x = x( 1 ), yi = yi( 1) and satisfying the contact conditions 
gi = 0 (i = 0, 1, . ..). Then (owing to Green’s formula and E(f) = 0) the value 
of the integral j [= j f dx = h(x, y,, . . . . y,) along these curves gives a cer- 
tain function h of the variable end point. But clearly h = j dh = j LJh dx 
along the same paths of integration whence f (f - ah) dx = 0 identically and 
we conclude that f = ah.) 
We turn to the equivalence problem. For a given density f dx, the intrin- 
sical form [ can be always determined and the exceptional case E(f) = 0 is 
expressed by [= dh. It follows that we deal with the equivalence problem 
for the total differentials dh with respect to the prolonged contact trans- 
formations. One can observe that the subcases h = h(x), h = h(x, y,,), 
h =h(x, y,, yl) are trivial: they can be reduced to h =const. or h = x 
by contact transformations. So we assume h = h(x, yo, . . . . y,), m 2 2, 
Way,,, # 0. 
We shall use a slightly adapted recurrent transcription of the forms (2) 
as 
Wi=b,($i + Cj-lWi_ I+ . . . + Cp(jjo), 
where bi= aj#O and c/ may be thought for arbitrary parameters. Recall 
that 
[=dh=ahdx+X 
is an intrinsical form. Using this form, we have 
do0 = db, A wo/bo + b, dx A 9, 
rb,(dh-X) A w,/b,i3h (modulo wo) 
so we may introduce the intrinsical relation b, = b, ah between the coef- 
ficients with the result that the form dh - x becomes intrinsical (modulo 
wo, w,) hence 1 is intrinsical (modulo wo, wr), too. It follows that the coef- 
ficients hi/hi - C h,cj (i = 2, . . . . m) appearing in the expression of x are of 
the intrinsical nature. In particular, for i = m, we have the intrinsical coef- 
ficient h,/b, and we may choose the crucial specification 6, = h, of the 
coefficient b,. 
At this stage, the equivalence problem is almost resolved. In fact, 
according to the formulae 
dwi=bidx A &+,=bi[A wi+l/bi+l~h (modulo all wi A wi), 
we may choose the intrinsical relations bi = bi+ i ah (i = 0, 1, . ..) and thus 
the specification 6, = 6,(ah)m= h,(tYh)m (in general 6, = h,(ah)“-‘). So 
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the intrinsical form W0 = 6,&, is known and the next specifications - - 
Ol,(jJ2, *** can be determine by the same method as in Section 1. 
5. The Divergence Equivalence Problem 
The divergence equivalence problem can be introduced as follows: the 
Lagrange density (f+ ah) dx with a fixed function f=f(x, y,, . . . . y,) but 
undetermined (and varying) function h = h(x, y,, . . . . yk) is transformed into 
a certain form Fdx + C A’9, by prolonged contact transformation and the 
problem is (as above) to determine all functions F which might arise in this 
way. For technical reasons, we shall restrict our focus to m = 2 assuming 
the regularity f22 = a2flay: # 0. A somewhat exceptional ower order case 
m = 1 will be subsequently mentioned, too. 
Passing to calculations, we have the new moving coframe y’ consisting of 
forms 5’ = 5 + dh (< is the same as (1) and h is a varying function) and (2). 
In order to avoid the unpleasant function h, we shall directly deal with the 
differential dt’ = dt and then the procedure of Section 1 can be applied to 
yield the same specification ti’ =f2, ci” =fi - 8fi. So we have 
d[=E$, A dx+6a0 A 9,+&? A 9, 
zoo A (Edx+ti9,+69,+f2,9,)/a~ (modulo all oi A q, 0 c i cj), 
where 5 = Z’/ay, - ~%~/8y,. It follows that the family of forms 
C = (E dx + bSO + ti$ + 69, +f2293)/az 
with b (and a:) an arbitrary function is intrinsical to the problem. Then, 
imitating the method of Section 1 (and assuming E # 0, the case E = 0 is 
trivial here) we obtain 
do, LX ai dx A 9, = ai(aic -f,,w,/a:) A w,/a: E (modulo wo) 
and it follows that (ag)2/a: E = 1 and f,,az/aza: E = ) 1 are intrinsical rela- 
tions between the coefficients involved. Here f is the sign off,,; the reason 
for this choice will be soon clear. Quite analogously 
do, = ai dx A 9, = a:ai[ A o,/azE (modulo oo, ol) 
and we may introduce the relation ai aE/a: E = 1. 
Altogether ai = (ai)‘/E, a: = a:ai/E = (ai)3/E2, f22 = +a:aiE= 
(a8)‘/E2)‘/’ whence ai = Czg = 1 f22 E21 ‘/’ and the specification w. = iii&J, is 
known. Then the following specifications 5,) cij,, . . . can be determined by 
the same method as in Section 1. The new recurrence 
(12) 
appears instead of the previous (7). 
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In order to specify the parameter b (and thus to determine the remaining 
term [ to the specified coframe), let us look at the differential 
The coefficients are of intrinsical kind and can be (in principle) explicitly 
expressed in terms of the derivatives of the given functionfand the (as yet) 
unknown function b. In particular, one can observe that b’ = btiz/EG: + 
(.. .) where (. . .) stands for a rather complicated summand not involving b. 
It follows that b can be specified by the use of the intrinsical requirement 
b’ = 0 so that [ can be regarded as known. 
The variable function h has been eliminated at the same beginning of 
calculations but it may be taken into consideration. Indeed, let us return to 
the original intrinsical form 5’ = < + dh z (f+ ah) dx = (f+ 8h)k$c/E 
(modulo all Si) and consider 
dc5, g i A W, = Et’ A oJii;(f+ ah) (module all gi A Si). 
Since the coefficient E/Zz(f+ ah) is intrinsically related to the equivalence 
problem, it follows that 
AO,(F+ aH)/E(F) = @*(&j(f+ ah)/E), E=E(f) (13) 
for any mapping @ of the divergence quivalence problem. In particular, if 
we choose H = 0 then (13) determines the divergence summand ah dx in 
terms of the Lagrange densities f dx, F dx, and the divergence quivalence 
mapping @. 
6. Continuation 
The divergence equivalence problem differs from the equivalence 
problem of Section 1 only in the form l’ = 5 + dh which replaces the pre- 
vious 5. The calculations of Section 1 can be repeated word by word with 
5’ in place of l and according to r = f dx, 5’ = (f + ah) dx (modulo all SJ, 
the results differ only in replacing f by the function f + ah which causes 
some essential troubles since h is unknown. (For this reason we have used 
another method.) Nevertheless, some modifications of this approach may 
be useful. 
For instance, let m = 1 from now on. One can then obtain the 
specification 
5”=fdx+f,&+dh 
=(f+8h)dx+(f,+hO)9,+h,8,+ ... +h,9, 
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and the new recurrence ti8 = E/(S+ ah), a{+ i = (2; + &i- ‘)/(f+ ah). It 
follows 
dr=d[=&, A ~+iiO,, A WI 
(a = (Eh,/(f+ ah) +f,;)/a$fi:) 
and the requirement ii = 0 can be realized by an appropriate choice of the 
function h, even h = h(x, yO, yl). After this choice d? = w. A r hence 
f = u du for appropriate functions u = u(x, y,, yi), u = u(x, y,, yi). We 
may assume u =x applying an appropriate contact transformation, and 
then u = u(x, yO) becomes independent of y, (since dif’ is a multiple of 
dy, A dx). So we may even assume u =yO after a point transformation, 
hence gl = y, dx and all divergence problems prove to be equivalent. 
Then the question appears whether the divergence equivalence can be 
realized with a somewhat limited choice of the function h, for instance 
h = h(x, yo) independent of y,, cf. [7]. In the latter case, we have the 
intrinsical forms t’= (f+ ah) dx+ (a” + ho)9, and oo= a:$,, so we deal 
with the point transformations of equivalence. The calculation can be based 
on the intrinsical differential dt’ = dt as in Section 5 and on the new intrin- 
sical form 7c of (i) Section 3 (which may be partly identified with 5’). 
Conversely, the point equivalence always leads to the special divergence 
summand ah(x, y,) dx. 
Passing to more details, the calculation differs a little from that of 
Section 5 and runs as follows. Using the specification Go =f, and the form 
n=udx+uQO we have 
dr=d[=ESo A dx+&’ A $o=wo A (En/u-f,p,/a;)/a~ 
thus the relations E/MU:= 1, f,,/utu: = 1 make an intrinsical sense. Then 
the congruences 
dqrujdx A &+,=uj, A w~+~/uu;;; (modulo oo, . . . . oi) 
permit us to put u+4aj~~ = 1. It follows that u= E/u:= u~/u: whence 
u: = (u~)~/E and thus (u:)~ =f,,E, ai= (filE)‘/3, and the form 6, is 
known. Now, returning to the form 
n’=iidx+u9,, U = E/CT; = (E2/“ll)1’3, 
where u is as yet an unknown function, the following specifications - - 
WI, %, *** can be determined by the same method as in Section 1 (using n’ 
instead of the previous [). As a result, the recurrence 
(s; = (fll E)1’3r 
appears in place of (7). 
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As yet the form K’ involves the variable function u. In order to specify it, 
we may proceed quite analogously as in the previous section. Let us look 
at the differential 
dn’~((u,9,+U,9,) A dx+odx A S1 
= ((ii1 - i&i;/a; - u)w,/a: + U,O&) A d/ii (modulo W,) 
with the abbreviation Ui = ati/ayi, as usual. It follows that we may specify 
17 = -zi,E@i + U, where 
so that finally 
The last specification ii = U dx + zX& is known and we have the complete 
coframe 71, W,, 0, , . . . . Note besides the invariant 
c2/4u= (E/(f,,)2)1’3~(E2/fil)1’3/~Y2, 
the coefficient of O2 A rc’ in the differential dn’. 
I. A Constrained Variational Problem 
We shall be interested in the integral Jf(x, z, y, y’, . . . . y”“‘) dx with the 
constraint dz/dx = g(x, z, y, . . . . yCk)) between the functions involved. We 
shall use the infinite-dimensional space of variables x, z, y,,, y,, . . . and the 
differential forms f dx, c = dz -g dx, gi = dyi - yi+ , dx. We shall deal with 
transformations preserving the system c = 9, = 9, = . . . = 0. Every such 
transformation turns the given form f dx into certain F dx + A5 + C A’S, 
and our task is to determine all functions F which may arise in this 
manner. This is the equivalence problem in our constrained case. 
Following the previous method, we begin with introducing the relevant 
intrinsical family y of forms. A substitute for the form (1) is clear, it is the 
new form 
r=f dx+a[+a09,+ ... +an&,, (14) 
where a, a’, . . . . a” are arbitrary functions and n is taken large enough. The 
substitutes for the families (2) are not evident but we shall soon see by 
direct verification that certain forms 
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are rather suitable. Here ai, u{ are arbitrary functions and Co is defined by 
the (inverse) recurrence ik = 5, ii = ci+ 1 - b,9, (i = k - 1, . . . . 0) where 
bj=gj+l+ (g,-a’) gj+z+ *.’ + (g~-a’)k-i-‘g, 
with abbreviation 
a’=a+ga/az= ajax+ga/az+f ~;+~a/ay~, 
g, = ag/az, g, = ag/ay;. The crucial property of these forms is 
d(;EdX A (&<j+l+gO90+ ‘.. +g;-~9;~~+(g;-a’b;)~;) 
(modulo all [ A 9; and 8; A Sj) 
and can be inductively verified. But we shall need only the terminal identity 
4, z dx A (al + (8, - afbo)sO) 
= dx A k50 + (go+ k, - w,)$,h (16) 
where b,=g,+(g,-a’)g,+ ... +(g,-i3’)kgk. 
We are passing to the specifications. For this aim, it is better to 
introduce another transcription of (14) namely 
< =fdx + cc,, + ~‘9, + . . . + cn9,,, (17) 
where c, co, . . . . c” may be thought of for arbitrary functions. Quite 
analogously we shall abbreviate 
dh = a’h dx + h,c + 1 h;LJ, 
= a’h dx + h,(, + c h,;,$; = a’h dx + 6’h (18) 
for any function h. The coefficients h(;, can be easily expressed in terms of 
the derivation hi = ah/Q, (and the functions gj, g,). Using this notation, we 
have 
> 
A dx+dc A io+~dci A 9; 
+cdi,+~c’dx A Q;+l, 
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where (16) should be substituted for &, and (18) applied on the differen- 
tials dc, dc’ instead of h. Then, following the method of Section 1 rather 
closely, the intrinsical specifications 
2’ = 0 (i 3 n = max(m, k)), 
-n-l- c -f(n), cz=f(i+l)-c%i+l (i=n-2,...,0), 
~=(f~~,-~'~")l(go+(g~-~')~o) 
can be derived. (We suppose go + (g, - 8’)6, # 0. This assumption is of a 
deeper nature and cannot be discussed here.) The resulting form [ satisfies 
d[= El, A dx + 6’C A co + c SE’ A $, E=f,-(g,+iT’)F, 
which is quite analogous to (6). (Note besides that [ may be thought of for 
a Poincare-Cartan form and E = E(f, g) for the Euler-Lagrange operator.) 
So assuming E # 0 (the interesting case E = 0 is left aside here), the calcula- 
tions can be continued to yield the specifications of the forms (15). Then 
the final recurrence 
G=((gz+Wf)‘E,!! Lf;+, = ((IT0 + (gz-a’)bO)Gi+ “ti~)/!L 
cs/+, = (CT-‘+f%q)/y (i=O, l)... ;j=l,2 ,.*.) 
for the coefficients in (15) can be derived without much effort. All 
specifications i; W,, W,, . . . are known. 
It is noted, however, that the calculations of this section are as yet of a 
mere formal nature and based only on an analogy with the preceding 
methods. 
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